Decoupling of Real and Digital Content in Projection-based Augmented Reality Systems Using Time Multiplexed Image Capture
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Abstract. Projection-based augmented reality systems overlay digital information directly on real objects, while at the same time use cameras to capture the scene information. A common problem with such systems is that cameras see the projected image besides the real objects to some degree. This crosstalk reduces the object detection and digital content registration abilities. The authors propose a novel time sharing-based technique that facilitates the real and digital content decoupling in real time without crosstalk. The proposed technique is based on time sequential operation between a MEMS scanner-based mobile projector and rolling shutter image sensor. A MEMS mirror-based projector scans light beam in raster pattern pixel by pixel and completes full frame projection over a refresh period, while a rolling shutter image sensor sequentially collects scene light row by row. In the proposed technique, the image sensor is synchronized with scanning MEMS mirror and precisely follows the display scanner with a half-period lag to make the displayed content completely invisible for camera. An experimental setup consisting of laser pico projector, an image sensor, and a delay and amplifier circuit is developed. The performance of proposed technique is evaluated by measuring the crosstalk in captured content and sensor exposure limit. The results show 0% crosstalk in captured content up to 8 ms sensor exposure. High capture frame rate (up to 45 fps) is achieved by cyclically triggering a 3.2 MP, 60 fps CMOS sensor and using a 60 Hz pico projector. © 2017 Society for Imaging Science and Technology. [DOI: 10.2352/J.ImagingSci.Technol.2017.61.1.010406]

INTRODUCTION

The spatial augmented reality systems provide a unique way of blending real and virtual world by displaying digital content directly on real objects. Such systems use multimedia projectors for display and different sensors (i.e., cameras, inertial sensors) to map environment, detect objects, and enable user interaction. Most of the see-through augmented reality systems and near-to-eye display solutions offer narrow field of view, limited depth of field, and have complex optical configurations.1–3 On the other hand, projection-based augmented reality systems can provide wide field of view and enhanced depth by directly projecting on real objects. Many types of projection-based augmented reality systems have been developed for different applications. LightSpace4 and MirageTable5 from Microsoft use the fixed installations of projectors and depth cameras to augment interactive graphical objects on walls and tabletop screens. Portable augmented reality systems are developed by using pico projector together with vision sensors and smartphones.6–10 LightBeam11 and BeThere12 use the pico projector and Kinect depth sensor13 to display content on real objects (i.e., books, wall, table) and track the objects movement to enable user interaction. SideBySide8 uses hybrid visible/infrared light projectors and near-infrared cameras to register digital content and enable inter-projector interaction. SurfacePhone9 uses a smartphone paired with a pico projector as single and multi-user display and uses smartphone camera for fingertip and gesture recognition. Many of the augmented reality systems use visible markers to display perspective corrected image and fetch object-related information.10,12,14 Head mounted projection displays together with retro-reflective screens positioned in the surroundings have also been demonstrated15–17 to provide bright display content by reflecting projected beam toward projector placed close to the eye.

Most of the augmented reality systems use cameras placed next to projector to capture the real space, detect and register real objects, and enable user interaction. A common problem with projection-based augmented reality systems is the visibility of digital content in the camera frame. The mix of the projected light with actual scene light reduces the ability of the camera to record the real scene, recognize the real objects, and detect the visible markers associated with objects. An alternative technique to capture the scene information is using active infrared cameras or depth sensors but, since essential scene information such as color resides in visible spectrum range, a simultaneous but crosstalk-free image capturing technique is needed to widen the usability of projection-based augmented reality systems.

In this article, we present a real and digital content decoupling technique for crosstalk-free imaging using time multiplexed camera–projector approach. A mobile projector displays the content on real objects, while at the same time a camera synchronized with projector captures the scene without having interference from projected light. The proposed technique uses a scanning laser pico projector and a rolling shutter image sensor, sharing the space in time sequential fashion. The projector and camera scanning is precisely delayed to capture and display different parts of
scene at particular time instant. The proposed technique can be used for a variety of augmented reality applications, where capturing the color information of real object is important (i.e., human face, visible markers). It can also provide real-time scene discovery and facilitate content registration for moving objects in the scene. The use of laser sourced projector provides infinite focus and mobility with no projection optics involved. The section of Decoupling Real and Digital Content discusses the concept of proposed technique and the Results and Discussion section discusses the experimental setup and test results.

DECOUPLING REAL AND DIGITAL CONTENT

The proposed technique uses three different elements as illustrated in Figure 1(a): (1) scanned laser sourced mobile projector, (2) a rolling shutter sensor based camera, and (3) a phase delay and amplifier (PDA) circuit.

The scanned laser projector contains red, green, and blue laser light sources; a MEMS micro-mirror based scanner; and drive electronics. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the layout of projection engine having scanning micro-mirror, laser sources, and optical combiners. The combined RGB laser light is reflected off the rotating micro-mirror to project the focus-free image on screen. The micro-mirror is a coupled 2D electromagnetic actuator that scans the input laser light beam in two directions to project full frame. The laser beam is projected in raster pattern moving from top left to bottom right as shown in Figure 2(a). The projector scans each pixel one by one and row-wise. The particular pixel position in the image is defined by the 2D angular position of the micro-mirror, while the pixel intensity and color value depends on the amount of red, green, and blue components in input light beam at particular time. The vertical scanning period ($T_v$) of the scanner is defined by the refresh rate of the projector, while the horizontal scanning period depends on both refresh period and vertical resolution of projector.

There are two types of shuttering techniques used in image sensors: (1) global shutter and (2) rolling shutter. In the global shutter sensors, the shutter is released at the same time for all sensor pixels, while in the rolling shutter sensors each sensor row opens and closes at slightly different times. The imaging in a rolling shutter sensor starts by releasing the shutter for the first sensor row, and the subsequent sensor rows start light collection at slightly different times as shown in Fig. 2(b). Each sensor row remains active for the predefined exposure duration ($E$). The number of active rows at a particular time instant depend on exposure duration. The first sensor row finishes the light collection first and whole frame is captured after last sensor row is closed. The total capture duration ($D$) for the full frame can be expressed as:

$$D = E + T_v$$  \(1\)
where $T_s$ is the scanning period of the image sensor, which can be different from that of projector. The sensor takes additional time to read pixel values, transmit them to other end, and clear the local memory of sensor before the new frame is captured.

The proposed technique utilizes the scanning properties of camera and MEMS mirror based laser projector to decouple real and digital content. The vertical scanning signal from the projector is used to synchronously trigger the image sensor. Figure 3 illustrates the running procedure: as the system starts ($t = 0$), the projector generates the vertical scanning signal, which starts light beam scanning pixel by pixel, while the image sensor remains idle at that time. The projector’s scanner signal is fetched and passed through a phase delay and amplifier circuit to introduce half a period delay. The sensor shutter is released when the delayed signal triggers image sensor ($T/2$). By that time, the projection beam reaches the image center and first half of the image is already displayed. The image sensor then synchronously follows the projection beam with constant delay. At the end of the beam scanning period ($t = T$), the projector completes image display and image-sensor scanning reaches the center of the scene. In the following step, the projector’s scanner rotates back to display new frame, while the image sensor captures the remaining half of the scene. The projector keeps scanning new frames continuously, while the image sensor takes additional time after each frame capture to allow sensor readout and memory reset. The process is repeated once the sensor is ready to capture next frame.

To ensure that the camera and projector share same space for image capture and display, the camera is placed close to the projector. The lens of the camera is selected such that the vertical field of view of the camera is equal to that of projector and full projected area is always visible in camera frame. In the current implementation, we used a 50° field of view lens with image sensor. Different camera lenses including wide-angle lens (i.e., fish-eye lens) can also be used for imaging. When using a wide-angle lens, the captured images experience severe barrel distortion and viewing space of camera is expanded compared to that of projector. Due to lens distortion, each straight line in viewing space is imaged as curved line on sensor space and can introduce slight crosstalk from projector. The crosstalk in such a case can be removed by optimizing the trigger delay such that the sensor scanner does not cross the projector scanner at any time instant. A multi-camera structure with single projector can also be used to capture crosstalk-free images from different angles. Each camera in the setup can be either fed with the identical trigger signal having a fixed delay or can have different trigger delays for each camera depending on the geometric configuration of cameras with respect to projector.

Due to the difference in pixel resolution and position of projector and camera, the real object has different pixel locations in captured and projected image and geometric cal-
ibration is required to map the captured image to projected image and facilitate proper registration of digital content with real objects. The mapping between captured and projected images is performed by calculating the perspective geometric transform between camera and projector plane. The perspective transform calculates the scale (zoom), rotation, translation, and tilt between captured and projected image. The perspective transform is determined by projecting four known points on the screen placed at the working distance (70 cm). All four projected points are captured on the camera and correspondence between captured and projected points is used to calculate the perspective transform. To project the virtual content registered with real object, the real object points are warped from camera plane to projector plane and the resulted image is displayed on projector. The calibration procedure discussed above is performed just once during the initial assembly of the system.

The real-world object detection and recognition is an important part of projection-based augmented reality systems. There are several object recognition and tracking techniques which rely on captured color images. Visible color LEDs associated with real objects are used to detect and recognize the real objects. The use of 2D matrix markers of different shapes have also been demonstrated, where printed 2D markers are attached to real object. The markers are captured using visible camera and are processed to retrieve the associated object information, including its position, size, and orientation. A 2D barcode technology have also been demonstrated to recognize the objects in augmented reality environments. To facilitate the outdoor object recognition for augmented reality applications, the Loxel-based visual feature organization is also presented in literature.

To demonstrate the time multiplexed content decoupling approach. A 15 lumens 60 Hz scanned laser pico projector from Microvision (Show-Wx), a rolling shutter CMOS sensor camera from Point-gray (Fea3, 3.2 MP, 60 fps), and a low-noise preamplifier from Stanford research systems as phase delay and amplifier circuit. The capturing rate of up to 45 fps is achieved with zero crosstalk using the 60 Hz projector. If a higher frame rate camera is used, only up to 60 frames in a second can be captured with zero crosstalk, while partial crosstalk at predefined pixel positions can be observed in the remaining frames. Due to synchronized nature of camera and projector, the proposed technique can still provide more scene information compared to an unsynchronized system. The higher capturing rates with zero crosstalk can also be achieved by using the projectors with high refresh rate.

The real-world object detection and recognition is an important part of projection-based augmented reality systems. There are several object recognition and tracking techniques which rely on captured color images. Visible color LEDs associated with real objects are used to detect and recognize the real objects. The use of 2D matrix markers of different shapes have also been demonstrated, where printed 2D markers are attached to real object. The markers are captured using visible camera and are processed to retrieve the associated object information, including its position, size, and orientation. A 2D barcode technology have also been demonstrated to recognize the objects in augmented reality environments. To facilitate the outdoor object recognition for augmented reality applications, the Loxel-based visual feature organization is also presented in literature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental setup as shown in Figure 4 was built to demonstrate the time multiplexed content decoupling approach. A 15 lumens 60 Hz scanned laser pico projector from Microvision (Show-Wx), a rolling shutter CMOS sensor camera from Point-gray (Fea3, 3.2 MP, 60 fps), and a low-noise preamplifier from Stanford research systems as phase delay and amplifier circuit were used. The capturing rate of up to 45 fps is achieved with zero crosstalk using the 60 Hz projector. If a higher frame rate camera is used, only up to 60 frames in a second can be captured with zero crosstalk, while partial crosstalk at predefined pixel positions can be observed in the remaining frames. Due to synchronized nature of camera and projector, the proposed technique can still provide more scene information compared to an unsynchronized system. The higher capturing rates with zero crosstalk can also be achieved by using the projectors with high refresh rate.

The experimental augmented reality system was tested by overlaying digital content on real-world objects (i.e., cups, boxes). Figure 5(a) shows the photos captured through system camera using the proposed technique, the camera does not capture the light from projector and only scene light is captured. Fig. 5(b) shows the photo captured when the projector and camera are not synchronized, while Fig. 5(c) was obtained by computing the difference between Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), which shows the digital content only with no scene information. Fig. 5(c) shows that the proposed technique can also be used together with the regular imaging method to subtract the scene light from the projected content. Due to the electronically driven synchronization between camera and projector, the content decoupling capability of the system is not affected by the artifacts inherent in rolling shutter sensors. Our experiments show barely noticeable image bending (skewness) and smearing when fast moving objects are captured. Since there were no sudden illumination changes in the scene, we did not notice the partial exposure artifact in captured images.

The crosstalk between imaging and display is measured by calculating the amount of projected light in captured frame. A white image was displayed on a regular projection screen (white paper) in dark environment and captured through image sensor. Three different photos were captured: (1) when the system is in operation as per the proposed technique, (2) when camera and projector work independently, and (3) when the projector is off. Furthermore, the crosstalk in captured content is calculated as:

\[
\text{Crosstalk} = \frac{P_{\text{sys}} - P_{\text{off}}}{P_{\text{reg}} - P_{\text{off}}} \times 100\% \tag{2}
\]

where \(P_{\text{sys}}\) and \(P_{\text{reg}}\) are respectively the average pixel values when the proposed technique is used and when camera projector are not synchronized, while \(P_{\text{off}}\) is the average pixel value when projector is off. The proposed technique
Figure 5. A projection-based augmented reality demonstration, where real objects (white box and cup with the QR code and AR marker) are overlaid with projected digital content (the texts, arrows, colors on the box and cup). (a) The image captured using proposed technique. (b) The image captured using regular image capture. (c) The image obtained by computing the difference of (a) and (b).

Figure 6. The images captured by system camera with different exposure durations (a) 4 ms, (b) 8 ms, (c) 12 ms, and (d) 16 ms. The camera shows no crosstalk up to 8 ms exposure. Longer exposure duration (> 8 ms) results in proportional increase in crosstalk.

The maximum allowable sensor exposure depends on the vertical scanning period of projector. Each sensor row remains open for the defined exposure duration. Due to half-period scanning delay between image sensor and projection beam, the sensor shutter is released when projection beam has traveled to half of the scanning cycle. The projection scanner takes another half period to complete frame projection and scan new frame. For crosstalk-free imaging, it is important for a particular sensor row shutter to be closed before the scanning beam reaches that row. Considering this fact, the maximum allowable exposure duration can be defined as:

\[ E \leq \frac{T}{2} \] (3)

To evaluate the effect of varying sensor exposure on system performance, four photos of a scene having printed text “KOC” (real object) on screen (white paper) and the projected text “OML” (digital content) were captured using the system camera at different exposure values (from 4 ms to 16 ms) as shown in Figure 6. Using 60 Hz pico projector, the camera captures real objects (printed text) only up to the exposure duration of 8 ms. The shorter exposure value (4 ms) as in Figure 6(a) results in reduced amount of captured light, which can be improved by using the cameras with highly sensitive sensors and large lens aperture. As the exposure duration is increased to 12 ms (Figure 6(c)), the camera starts to see the projected image, which results in about 50% crosstalk. The further increase in exposure duration (16 ms in Figure 6(d)) shows the full projected image seen in captured frame besides the actual scene and results in 100% crosstalk between imaging and display.

CONCLUSION
In this article, a simultaneous imaging and display technique for projection-based augmented reality systems was proposed. A MEMS scanner based laser projector and a rolling shutter image sensor were used to demonstrate crosstalk-free imaging and display. A signal delay and amplifier circuit was used to synchronously release sensor shutter with constant delay. The crosstalk between imaging and display...
was calculated by measuring the presence of projected light in captured images.

The proposed technique can be used for a variety of spatial augmented reality applications, where capturing the decoupled augmented scene provides significant information about real objects. The proposed technique can also be used to capture the scene through transparent projection screens seamlessly. Our result shows 0% crosstalk between imaging and display and enough exposure limit (up to 8 ms) to facilitate real-life scene capture with decent quality. The proposed technique is valid for changing camera–projector configurations, provided that the camera and projector are geometrically calibrated.
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